PROFESSIONAL DRUMS
ARTSTAR II & ARTSTAR II LIMITED
GRANSTAR-CUSTOM
GRANSTAR
BIRD'S EYE MAPLE SHELL

Artstar II Limited feature shells constructed of 9-ply of choice Canadian rock Maple and feature a 3mm thick, 15-degree lamination and Tama Rock Square crossover lugs. Each shell is carefully detailed and finished to further emphasize the stunning natural beauty of the drums. Birch Eye Maple exterior. Designed for the demanding needs of both sound and play performance. Artstar II Limited represents the zenith of drum design, material and craftsmanship.

ACOUSTIC INSULATORS

To maintain sound clarity, Tama contains the drum cappings with the shell by way of an exclusive acoustic insulator. Additionally, these insulators afford excellent protection for Artstar II's pristine heavy gloss finish.

HI-TENSION LUG

As intricately modernists as they are in design, Artstar II individual lugs remove hard tensioning stress by utilizing the forces of both heads to balance each other. This enables much higher pitch tunings with standard tension lugs. Tama hi-tension lugs feature a patented cylindrical, 18-tower, which provides tension rod movement and ensures solid tuning stability.

ALL MAPLE SHELL

Canadian Maple not only has the desired musical characteristic of a warm sound but it is also a wood of great strength that resists warping or breaking. Tama models this wood carefully during sawing and storage and all the way through the painstaking drilling and cross-checking process that produce a set of uniform soundheads to each weight. Artstar II Canadian Maple shells are cut to 4/60. Ply thickness variations and floor tom and for greater strength in the bass drum, a fully, three thickness. These extra-thin shells provide unparalleled warmth, clarity and depth in any playing situation—let us to the models.

AR526X SET CONFIGURATION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>SNARE DRUM</th>
<th>TENOR</th>
<th>CRASH</th>
<th>RIDE</th>
<th>MODAL</th>
<th>15&quot;</th>
<th>16&quot;</th>
<th>18&quot;</th>
<th>20&quot;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AR526X</td>
<td>7626</td>
<td>1526A</td>
<td>1526C</td>
<td>1526C</td>
<td>1526D</td>
<td>1526D</td>
<td>1526D</td>
<td>1526D</td>
<td>1526D</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6809TS DOUBLE TOM STAND

Comes with the Artstar professional tom holder. The model is designed for the power playing, close opposition tom setup. Two independent sets allow for each tom to be set at different heights, thus allowed to even hold two tomwithout damage. The stands are double-braced and fitted with non-slip rubber feet.

HOTEL DRUM THRONES

The stringless aluminum base can be attached on the floor or as a chair seat using an optional tripod. Prototypes of this product. Tama produced exclusive worldwide is designed for its new ergonomic seat design. All the酒店's models are manufactured in Japan with our highest standards, providing a comfortable seat and high back support, yet the strength of the whole product.

COLOR AVAILABLE

PANE white/IVORY

LUMBER/AMBER
**ALL BIRCH SHELL**

Granstar-Custom drums are made of a ply of Japanese Birch. This comparatively heavy wood has excellent resonating characteristics, a lengthy foot attack and resonance clarity throughout its entire range.

A more important factor in the choice of wood is the consistency of the shell. Birch is used because of its strength and consistency. Birch is one of the most popular woods used in drum manufacture.

The shell is then paired by a computer-controlled machine in one of Tama's lustrous poly finishes.

---

**VINYL CHLORIDE PLATE INSERT**

A feature on which Tama put emphasis is the precision-fit insert which prevents vibration and ensures steady tuning stability.

---

**805S CABLE-HAT**

Excessive stress is reduced in the series by attaching a special steel plate to the shell to ensure a perfect fit.

---

**6045 6045L TWIN PEDAL**

This pedal is designed to provide both of the above advantages and is the ideal choice for any serious player.

---

**COLOR AVAILABLE**

- Dark Apple Red
- Dark Apple Green
- Light Metalic Blue
- Black

---

**POWER TOWER SYSTEM**

- PMO100H5S
- PMO500H5S
- PMO500H5S w/ PMO300S
- PMO671H5S
GRANSTAR

ALL BIRCH SHELL
Granstar drums are made of the same material as found in Granstar Custom drums. The birch shell is wrapped (rather than pannelled) with the same pressure drum mounting available. This covering not only creates an incredibly roadworthy instrument but also results in a remarkably clean tone that is liked by many drummers.

SPUR AND SPUR BRACKET
Tama's heavy-duty cast spurl system is strong enough to withstand the most punishing pedal pounding and it can even expecting the bass drum as high as 7". It's important to note that Tama spurs mount essentially for uncompromised shell sound and easy breakdown and assembly.

6097T HAT STAND
Designed for mounting hats in a high position, the double tom stand is equipped the 6097T double tom holder. Tama's Electrical system and one-touch lever provides fast, easy adjustments and positioning of any angle.

6097TH DOUBLE TOM STAND
Curved standard with two visible brackets, the 6097TH provides for fast and easy adjustment. The two brackets are one for the front and one for the rear. Two, one, one, two, yes, one, two, yes, one, two, yes!

SET CONFIGURATION

CLAMPS & HOLDERS

BASIC SETTING SAMPLE

6 AND MTA153I
For mounting a single-cymbal to any two holes.

66 AND MTA155I
Double cymbal configuration for mounting an extra cymbal from a standard cymbal stand.

66 AND MTA202
With this set-up, a reverb stand can be attached to a standard cymbal stand.

66 AND MTA13C
This example shows the taking of the 66 kit with three attachments.
WARRANTY

Tama drum shells are guaranteed against defects in material and workmanship for a period of five years from the date of original retail purchase. Tama drum hardware and drum finishes are guaranteed for a period of one year from the date of original retail purchase.

This warranty is subject to the limitations contained herein, is extended to the original purchaser only and is not transferable.

This warranty does not cover any instruments that have been altered, modified or have been damaged through misuse, negligence, accidents or improper operation. Normal wear and tear, sound, heads, plating, drumsticks, beaters, springs, straps, and damages are not covered. This warranty is not extended to instruments purchased from an unauthorized dealer.

Tama makes no other express warranty of any kind whatsoever. All implied warranties, including warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose exceeding the duration of this warranty, are hereby disclaimed and excluded from this warranty. Tama disclaims liability for any incidental and consequential damages arising out of the use of this product.

All warranty claims will be handled by an Authorized Tama Service Center. The defective instrument shall be returned to the Tama Service Center, freight and insurance prepaid, only after proper return authorization has been approved. We suggest this return be handled by an authorized Tama dealer. Upon inspection and evaluation, Tama alone will determine the extent of liability and will notify the customer as to the decision. Repaired instrument will be returned freight collect. Any defect or damage resulting from any unauthorized modification, alteration or repair automatically voids this warranty. Tama is not responsible for reimbursement of the cost or repairs performed by anyone else.

TAMA DRUMS ARE SOLD AND SERVICED BY